


12:00 PM
AT THE PARK

IT’S
TIME

FOR YOUR
PICNIC



SUN
IT’S TIME FOR YOUR CULTURE

For those who do not like to wear fl ip-fl ops or simply prefer an alternative style

we have created a new model with a two-band upper and an ankle strap.

Sun is a men’s model, comfortable and safe,

which gives the foot a solid hold and an optimal transpiration.

The insole is anatomic and the sole off ers excellent grip thanks to its design

that reproduces the tread of a rain tire and to its softness and fl exibility.

Have fun with Sun choosing from more than 40 diff erent colours

and create infi nite combinations of soles and uppers!

Sun is made in PVC and 100% Made in Italy.



ELEGANCE

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Horizontal bands that characterize the upper of this article, make it casual and elegant
at the same time. Sun is suitable to be worn for day trips, but also for a happy hour in the city.

The anatomical insole and the upper which takes on the shape of the foot, make this article 
particularly comfortable, even when worn for many hours. Crossed bands hug the foot,

making this sandal perfect for every moment of your free time, at the beach or in the city.
The sole is fl exible but resistant at the same time, it follows and supports movements

at every step. It also reproduces the tread of rain tires, providing an excellent grip,
stability and security, even in wet conditions.



COLOURS

MADE IN ITALY

The wide range of colours that we off er allows you to customize your shoes as you prefer,
even combining more variations on the same item. You can have your Sun in any colour

of our colour chart, and create new funny combinations, mixing diff erent soles and uppers.

Our sandals are entirely designed, manufactured and packed in Italy by Henry and Henry ®.
They are made of non-toxic and phthalate-free PVC in compliance

with the stringent safety standards.



DARK BROWN 29

NAVY 28
WHITE 31

CHARCOAL 27
BLACK 30

GREEN 10

COLOURS

WHITE 31
ROYAL 22

BLACK 30
RED-PURPLE 18

PLUM 69 AZURE 50
NAVY 28

GREY 64
BLACK 30



Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 120
48034 Fusignano Ravenna, Italy

T. +39 0545 52557
F. +39 0545 50476

E. info@henryandhenryshoes.com
W. www. henryandhenryshoes.com

E-COMMERCE

www.henryandhenryshop.com


